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Case Number:  S2123000004 

 
 

Release Date:  01/26/2021 
 
 

Symptom/Vehicle Issue: Front Wheel Well Liner Contacting Tire And Or Loose 

 
 

Discussion: Front wheel liner is designed to be tucked behind the grille. If it is not 
installed behind the grille the wheel liner may deflect towards the tire and may cause a 
possible tire rub. See figures below. 
 
Repair Procedure: 
 

1) If wheel liner is damaged, replace wheel liner. 
 

2) If wheel liner is not damaged: 
a) If wheel liner is untucked from behind the grille flange, tuck wheel liner 
behind grille flange 
 
b) If push pin missing at wheel liner attachment on body mount behind 
grille, replace with correct push pin 
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Example of the liner not tucked behind the grille.  
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Properly tucked wheel liner. Flap is behind grille. 


